
WANDS & SPECIALTY APPLICATIONS

For removing dirt and grime from a underneath 
a vehicle, reach for a Hydro Tek undercarriage 
wand with casters (#AVUN1).  Simply attach 
the wand to your power washer gun, insert your 
quick connect nozzle and roll under vehicle.  The 
undercarriage wand is also ideal for cleaning under 
boat trailers and motor homes.     Part# AVUN1

Need to pressure wash up high?  Reach it safely from the ground with Hydro Tek’s High Reach Wash 
Pole.  It offers additional control and rigidity not found with telescopic wands.  Uses trigger gun from 
your wash skid, no need to turn off wash skid or change guns.  Our maximum ratings are 4500psi 
and 250°F (while other brands are rated only to 195°F).  The Hydro Tek high reach wash pole 
includes a comfort brace gun holder, full length jumper hose, three sections of 6’ poles, spray head 
attachment, and also includes shoulder strap (Gun holder will hold Hydro Tek VG200 and Suttner 
ST1500 trigger guns.)  Part# AVW20, High Reach Wash Pole

To blast off paint, rust, scale, or graffiti try wet sandblasting.  The Wet Sandblast 
nozzle draws sand or even baking soda into the water stream.  The standard sandblast 
assembly features an industrial sand blast head, 50’ crush proof PVC sand hose, and 
a sand probe that will draw directly out of a bag or pail (#ASB55 has 5.5 nozzle size, 
other sizes available).  Baking soda can be used for more delicate jobs such as pool 
tile cleaning and other sensitive surfaces.

No need to turn off pressure washer to change wands! Hydro Tek 
washer gun (or Suttner ST1500)snaps easily into gun bracket.

Heavy duty spray wands include insulated lance grips for both protection from heat and comfortable two handed use.
Part# AVW40, 42” stainless steel dual lance wand
Part# AVWA3, 42” stainless steel dual lance wand with gun and coupler
Adjustable pressure at the wand or use for downstream soap applications.  
Includes soap nozzle

Part# AVGH2, 48” spray wand with coupler and trigger gun

Convenient nozzle storage at your fingertips
Part# AVGH3, 48” spray wand, coupler, trigger gun, nozzle holder

Looking for an industrial chemical sprayer / tank system? The Hydro Tek low pressure chemical sprayer 
runs off a 12v battery or can be wired directly to a Hydro Tek wash skid battery and has  lighted on/off 
switch.  The rugged frame can be mounted to your existing flat trailer or truckbed, or factory installed on 
your new ProTowWash® trailer.  Includes 50’ braided chemical hose, spray wand and 40 gallon chemical 
tank.    Part# AC440

Clean the undercarriage of trucks, boats, and farm equipment 
with the Undercarriage Washer.  Attach this accessory to 
a hot or cold pressure washer (up to 210°F) to effortlessly 
remove grime from the underside of vehicles and equipment.  
If you need to clean concrete, simply reverse the casters 
and flip the deck over to be used as an efficient flat surface 
cleaner.  Rust resistant, stainless steel construction, with 
an aluminum spray bar, to ensure a long life of use even 
in corrosive environments.    24” deck width, 7” clearance 
height needed, max 5000psi, 6gpm     Part# ANTUN


